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JMS – Keyboard Shortcuts 

Context 

Different shortcuts are available in JMS, here is a list of the most commonly used:  
 
 

Refresh “F5” 

: Clicking on this JMS button or clicking the “F5” function key will refresh the screen to 
show results is very important to keep in mind that search criteria must be entered prior by using 
filters so the system can display results 

 

 

Searches “F2” 

 : You can click on the binocular icon or hit the “F2” function key to display a JMS screen 
containing data related to the search currently done.  

 

 
 

 Move Delete OK 

 Insert Edit Cancel 

 

 

Editing Information “Ctrl E” 

This key combination or shortcut enables editing mode on the current JMS screen and can be used in 
almost the majority of them. You must click on “Ctrl” and “E” keys (at the same time) to make it 
work. 

 

 

Editing Information from a Grid “Enter”  

If you navigate in a grid and need to modify a selected item, you can also hit “Enter” to enable Edit 
mode which is also an equivalent to “Ctrl” and “E” (at the same time) 

 

 

Adding Records “Ctrl i” 

This option can be found in several screens to assist adding a record by simply hitting “Ctrl” and “i” 

(at the same time) 
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Saving Changes “Ctrl S” 

This shortcut can be used in the majority of JMS screens where toolbars are found at the bottom of 
the screen, as well as in menus with OK / CANCEL options to quickly save modifications to records by 
simply doing the key combination “Ctrl” and “S” (at the same time). 

 

 

Cancel (Quit Edit / Add Mode) “Ctrl Q” 

This shortcut can be used in the majority of JMS screens to cancel any action while adding or 
modifying records by simply hitting key combination “Ctrl” and “Q” (at the same time).  

 

If no addition or modification is being done, this combination can be used to exit the menu window 
completely to JMS Home Page. 

 

The  button is also an option that will allow users to quit screens if not in the process of 
creating or modifying a record. This and equivalent to “Ctrl” and “Q” combination. 

 

 

“Alt” Key – Underscored Letter or Number Combination 

Some JMS menus contain underscored letters or numbers in field headers. There is a key 
combination works by clicking the “Alt” key and the “Underscored Letter or Number” at the same 
time and can be used in two (2) ways 

- to rapidly move the cursor to a specific field on the screen. 

- To perform actions like granting quick access to screens with useful information as Account 

Balances, Statistic Sales, etc. depending on the menu.  

 
 

Keyboard Shortcuts: Invoicing 

Store Alt 1  Save Invoice and Payment Ctrl+P 

Customer (#) Alt 2  Creates a quotation. (All items in 

stock remain available.) 

Ctrl+B 

Telephone Alt 3  Exit screens. If done in an invoice, it 

will cancel it. 

Ctrl+Q 

Name Alt 4  Allows changing invoice type 
(Telephone, Representative or 
Counter sales). 

F7 

Address Alt 5  Allows access to the catalog. F8 

City, province, country Alt 6  Shows all quotations for a current 
clerk in chronological order (all 
customers) 

F10 
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Postal Code Alt 7  Shows quotations for a current 

customer (regardless of the clerk 

who created them). 

Ctrl+F10 

New Invoice Ctrl+i  Shows backorders for current 

customers 

Ctrl+F9 

Save invoice (accounts 

receivables only) 

Ctrl+S  Shows Price List information 

(depending on the line code to 

enter) if just a portion of the item 

number entered all products-related 

within the same line code will 

display. 

F4 

When done on the Telephone or 
the Name field is used to search 
by name or phone number? If the 
first letters or numbers are 
entered, the system will display 
all matching results. 

Note: New customers can be 
created by clicking on the 
corresponding icon next to the 
customer field. 

F2  When selling an item with 
quantities on hand that is related to 
a master product, this option can 
be used to switch to master 
products.  

 

Note that a message will display 
asking confirmation. 

 

Ctrl+M 

WDA Screen used to stock check/ 

order in warehouses or store 

transfers if multi-store 

Ctrl+W  Invoice comments  <Space-

Bar> 

Displays equivalences. Ctrl+E  Helps export information into PDF, 

Excel or other types of files 

Ctrl+F12 

 
 

Keyboard Shortcuts: Quick Invoicing 

Customer field 

“F2”: On the Telephone or Name, it will display a customer’s screen to help to search for by name 
or by phone number. If the first letters or numbers are entered, the system will display all matching 
results. 

 

Grid 

“Space”: Allows entering Invoice comments. 

“Ctrl + Space” or right-click: Allows actions as Free comment, Product, Credit, Core Return or 

Core Exchange. 

“Other characters…”: Allows directly entering line codes and products. 
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Product Field 

“Return”: Confirms entered products or free comment; if all fields not completed cursor will prompt 

in the next available one. Always make sure you enter correct part information while invoicing 

external products to avoid confusion. 

“Tab”: Prompts cursor to next available field 

 

“F2” (On a Line Code): Used to search for Line Codes 

 

“F2” (On a Product): Used to search for products linked to the Line Code entered. 

 

 “F4” (On a product): Opens search window in the Bible Price File section, JMS will display all 
matching items depending on information entered. 

 

“Ctrl E”: If there is an existing Equivalence created in JMS then all related items will display with this 
Key combination. 

 

“Ctrl M”: When selling an item with quantities on hand that is related to a master product this option 
can be used to switch to master products. Note that a message will display asking confirmation. 

 

“F3” When done in the product line in the invoice it allows to change selling price by quickly 
displaying a screen where other prices as list, jobbers, dealers and Trade show. 

 
 

Keyboard Shortcuts: Catalog (most commonly used)  

New Search F2  View Posted Items Ctrl+V 

Same Vehicle F3  Expand Headers Ctrl+i 

Change Vehicle F7  Collapse Headers Ctrl+J 

Previous Search F9  Displays all lines F8 

Part Expert Alt+P  Manufacturer’s Price F10 

Labour Expert  Altl+L  Hide all NIF parts Ctrl+N 

Parts and Labour Alt+M  Hide part w/o qty on hand Shift+N 

Unpost/Uncheck line DEL  Rechercher Ctrl+F 

Return without posting ESC  OE Search  Ctrl+Q 

 
 
 
 
 

Contact us for any question! 

(450) 449-8720 / (800) 561-2190 
sac@carrus.ca – www.carrus.ca 
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